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About This Content

Realism is an official OrangeJuice soundtrack package of SUGURI series, featuring 12 tracks arranged by DEKU.

Track List:

01 Voyager 1 & 2

02 Nazca

03 Hat

04 Glassy Plain

05 Be My Dawn

06 Suburbs Of The Winter

07 LingLing

08 Green Bird (Piano.ver)

09 Icarus
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10 Green Bird

11 Rendezvous

12 The Things We Have To Do Now
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I recommend u guys to give it a try if u miss old school horror game
despite the game is short but i like the concept it remind me of my old days and i hope that the developers will add some more
chapters in the next update

. This game is a godsend. I've played on another account before and decided to buy it again. The perfect mix between Advance
Wars and Fire Emblem. Makes me feel like Wargroove got its idea from this lol. But in all seriousness, this is a fantastic Turn
based strategy game.. all you can really do is change the water height and the temp of tthe place, not really worth this much that
they are asking. This iz guud game 10/10 great story line. very rich color depth and + YOU CAN ADD YOUR OWN MUSIC
TRACKS!
best gamez

10/10 Rated by Savage Pigeon

Much lazers/Such story/such muzik. I didn't make a mistake by purchasing this game because anything under $10 means
nothing to me. However, the money would have been better spent at McDonald's.. Short VN worth paying the full price. The
story is simple and straight forward, no complex plot twists here. Even so, I had fun. Art style was okay (I found it interesting
that all the characters are faceless; leaves everything to your own imagination), BGs were ok, BGM was nice. I also liked the VA
a lot: I’ve played really expensive games with poor VA and this one, yet so simple and with a good price, has a great VA.

I hope to see more works from this developer soon!

8/10, because I wish this VN could be just a bit longer, haha.. The story felt a bit weak on this one. It felt very similar to Emily's
games. I was expecting an adventure on a cooking school or something like that. Didn't really like any of the characters and the
soundtrack is annoying.

It is a fun game still and I really liked the unlockable menus.. Not as good as minecraft storymode but its okay.. Dear People
Who'd Like to Buy this Game
Please don't. The developer has not shown a single update since approx. April.
There is no one online.
When you set up matches with friends, the game cuts out mid match and you're stuck looking at each other.

Sorry guys.. I honestly think this game COULD and WOULD have been better than Guns of Icarus had Ludocraft actually stuck
with it and supported it. That being said, the game is long dead and completely abandoned by the devs. It's a shame, really...
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Worst 8 minutes of my life.... Amazing as a sequal just as good as the original. While it's an interesting story, and the fighting
techniques are quite unique I did find one thing very annoying.... I couldn't adjust the resolution of the game. It came up in a
tiny window on my screen and I had to adjust the resolution of my screen in order to make it bigger. There should definitely be
some controls for making the game full screen built into the game. Also the movement is bound to the arrow keys instead of
W,A,S,D, and doesn't allow for mouse clicks to make the game easier to navigate.

I do plan on putting some more time into the game to see more of the story, but I hope the developer will address these issues
eventually to make it a more enjoyable experience. Otherwise the story and world development, and the mechanic for going
back and forth through memories is quite enjoyable.. As with all hidden object games this can be infuriating at times but never
to the point of completely giving up, well worth the money in my opinion.. i didnt like the way the game is played som may like
it it. you have to try it to se if its for you. i refunded the game because was not what i expected. way to liner
not my style of game sorry. I'm not sure what it is about this little indie puzzle game that I just love so much. Maybe because it
has me thinking constantly on what to do at the situation before the time runs out?

It's a little hard to keep your eyes off the screen, even after you fail cause when you do, instantly it's all "YOU SUCK. YOUR
TIME RAN OUT. HERE TRY AGAIN. LET'S GO LET'S GO."
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